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Abstract

Video games today are betting more and more in creating immersive gaming experiences in order to
stand  out  from  the  fiercely  competitive  market  in  which  they  exist.  Betting  heavily  on  animated
cutscenes, voice actors and careful animation, video game designers fail to account for dynamically
happening events – in dismissing these the player's character becomes, when outside of an animated
event, a soulless puppet, ultimately breaking immersion and believability. This thesis aims to improve
play-through  experience  by  creating  a  dynamic  emotional  model  fitted  to  the  player's  character,
responding to content that is traditionally dismissed, but nonetheless relevant. In order to do this, an
analysis of the current state of the art on affect in video games, as well as the current state of the art in
emotional  models is  made, followed by a detailed proposed solution of  the dimensional emotional
model that maps relevant gameplay content into two dimensions of expectation and valence.  This
proposed solution was tested with a sample of 61 people. From the results we managed to conclude
that there was a statistically significant increase in how the player perceived his character's perception
of  past,  present  and  possible  events  when  compared  with  the  video  game  industry  standard,
suggesting an increase in believability and thus a better gameplay experience.

Keywords: affective computing, immersion, believability, video games, dimensional model, emotion
modeling
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Affective video-games receive increasing attention, as the gaming community identifies the importance
of emotion in creating better games [1] - the growing area of affective computing has much to add to
the creation of video games both for entertainment and ‘serious’ purposes.

So why are emotions important for video games?

Emotions  have  impact  on  human  decision-making,  sociality,  perception,  memory  and
creativity[3]. They, therefore, play an important role in creating a believable virtual agent[4] – agents
that  provide  an  illusion  of  life  and  permit  the  user's  suspension  of  disbelief  (the  notion  that  the
implausibility of something can be suspended for the sake of enjoyment). In video games they should
be used not only as a basis for more consistent behaviour of game characters, but also as a way to
develop  more  complete  models  of  the  players  themselves  –  to  enable  dynamic  affect-adaptive
gameplay so that the game system induces emotions in the players[5]. 
Expressing emotion in animated characters has been a goal of animators since the beginning of the
profession[6]  and in animating a cartoon character the animator need but concern himself with the
external look – the expression of the character – being that in making a believable agent, one that by
definition has to have autonomous behaviour  [7], other concerns arise such as how to accommodate
the dynamic nature of its autonomy with the need to endow it with emotions in order to make it more
believable.
There is much work in endowing believable agents with emotions[8][9] and another focus today in
affective  computing  lies  also  on  reacting  to  the  user's  own  emotions[10]  -  Gilleade  et  al.[1]
distinguishes even some of the directions present today in making affective games1 of this kind, as
those  that  focus  on  detecting  player  frustration  and  attempt  to  assist  them;  games  that  detect
boredom/excitement and attempt to adapt game difficulty in order to prevent a boring play-through
and; games that track the player's emotional response to specific game content adjusting subsequent
content to provide a more engaging experience. But, as Hudlicka[5] points out, another more specific
area of affective gaming is being almost neglected by comparison which is gifting emotional models to
in-game characters – specifically, as will be shown, the player’s character – merging important areas
of focus in affective computing.

1 - video games that have an interchange of affective signals between the player and the game itself.
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1.2 The Problem
Take one of the most iconic video game characters of all
time – (Super) Mario! Here he sees a box with a hidden
prize inside, so he opens it to reveal a coin prize – great!
Mario should be pleased with himself! But is he? He is
literally the same pixels as he was before and although
once  one  could  excuse  processing  power,  graphics
limitations or simple lack of audience demand,  that is no
longer the case. Even though Mario isn't an agent, as he has no autonomous behaviour, he has more
in  common with  a  puppet  than  with  a  believable  character.  By ignoring gameplay in  the  form of
dynamic occurring events, which are relevant to the player and his character, video game developers
are lowering immersion and believability. As Joseph Bates points out,  “the emotionless character is
lifeless, as a machine”[4] and it's a problem that repeats itself, as will be shown, on most video-games
today.  

1.3 The Hypothesis
This isn't to say there is no emotional content already present in modern video games[45][50][56], as
much is already being done to achieve emotional expressions  in video games – any solution to be
implemented would have to account and work in tandem with what is already being done in, to not
supplant or substitute work but to add to it.
This dissertation aims to present a possible solution to the previous problem by proposing to use an
emotional model, to be applied to the player's character. By doing so, this emotional model interprets
the player's actions and his past actions, allowing to express believable and consistent behaviour, akin
to that of a human being, leading to a more immersive experience  . In order to test this hypothesis, the
Gameplay Aware Emotional Model – or GAEM -  was implemented, and users were asked to play one
of  two  identical  video-games,  where  only  one  used  GAEM,  afterwards  filling  out  a  related
questionnaire  –  following a  formalized  model  of  immersion  we determine if  the game experience
improved, and how.

1.4 Expected Contributions

1. This thesis specifically aims to contribute to the field of affective gaming by:
2. Reviewing the state of the art on synthetic characters and affective computing in video games.
3. Creating a model of affective expression for synthetic characters consistent with the context of

the game in which they are inserted.
4. Creating a game episode where the player  character's  affective state  is controlled by this

model.
5. Creating an evaluation of this model with users related to the effectiveness of this model in

regards to the expression of emotions on video game characters.

12
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Less specifically it also aims to:

6. Improve the believability and immersion of virtual characters in video games.
7. Expand the possibilities of user expression in video games.

1.5 Outline

In the following sections we will begin by taking a look at current techniques in the video game industry
that attempt to endow characters with emotional content. Then we will take a closer look into what
affect is, what immersion is, what emotions are and how memory and personality affect them, also
observing  current  attempts  in  modelling  emotion  for  virtual  agents.  Afterwards  we  detail  GAEM,
complete with an overview of the model, it's implementation, testing, results and conclusions.
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Chapter 2: Related work

In this section one presents an overlook over both practical, theoretical and commercial work in the
area of affective computing, immersion, emotion theory and video-games.
 
2.1 Affect in Commercial Games

Commercially,  the focus has been of attempting, to some level of success, to endow non-playable
characters (NPCs) with emotional components in the hopes of making a more immersive playthrough
experience.
Traditionally  this  takes  on  the  form  of  a  number  reflecting  approval/disapproval  of  the  player's
character, which in turn would be normally tied to game objectives – obtainable in an easier fashion
should a particular NPC's approval rating be satisfactory. This number reflecting approval/disapproval
can be hidden [39] or accessible to the player [40].
This system can also be applied to entire groups of NPC's – traditionally called factions. On video
games that allow the player a high degree of liberty in choosing allegiances, normally associated with
more dynamic, less-scripted games, a faction system is usually implemented to keep track of groups
that  are hostile  or  friendly towards  the  player's  character or  party [41]  being that  implementing a
faction system is also an easy way of determining NPC hostility to other characters besides the player
[42].

As for the player's character, commercially, the trend has been in either not pursuing an emotional
component  at all  [43] or in creating pre-scripted emotional  responses,  usually via  the use of  cut-
scenes in video form [44] or in real-time [45] – these emotional responses would normally be always
the same, given the same player dialogue choices. Alternatively part of player character's emotional
state  can  be  inferred  through  dialogue  choice  options[46].  Another  common  approach,  which  is
already more related to the dynamic event capture proposed here, involve trigger events starting a
specific emotional display – for example should the player not do anything, Sonic [47], would tap his
feet displaying boredom.
Beyond these approaches, which account for most implementations present in video games today,
there is also a heavy player-character  emotional component present in most survival horror video
games. Survival horror video games focus on the survival of the player's character and trying to scare
the players themselves, being that both will usually be connected in a form of sanity threshold [48] –
the more scares the player witnessed, the more insane the character would become. The character's
stress level would be usually conveyed via increased heartbeat, hallucinations, heavy breathing and
also failure to respond to player commands. Although relevant, survival horrors focus mostly just on
the stress level of the character and no other emotional states. This approach is also present in most
first person shooters, normally not to present an emotional state but to rather display either fatigue or
imminent death [49].
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Another  example  that  falls  outside  the  norm  but  would  be remissive  not  to  mention  are  the  life
simulation games - 'The Sims' is a prime example of a video game attempting to emulate individuals
and relationships[12]. Since it's a simulator of human beings all emotional content isn't pre-scripted
and will depend entirely on gameplay, and its most recent iteration,[50] has introduced for the first time
an emotional  model2 based reactively on triggered events. For example a character may become
angry should he eat Angry Flaming Spaghetti or sad if he loses a family member. The model created is
very specific to the simulator though (and like the dynamic event capture in Sonic, is purely reactive in
fashion), so even if it's the most relatable work in terms of commercial games it's too specific to the
game for any form of formalized comparison.

2.2 Affect?

Affect distinguishes itself from regular emotion as a more general term, subsuming emotions which are
typically of short duration, mood which is longer (hours or even days) and even personality traits which
are nearly stable  in their  permanence[27].  As such,  in affective computing this  could  be a simple
emotional state label, a set of emotions or even a combination of dimensions[15]. As will be shown
later on computing emotion, actual affect in an emotional model will depend a lot on the psychological
theory that backs it – so if one were to use, say appraisal theory (further detailed in that section), it
would be very important to preserve the link between appraisals and emotional state produced. 

2.3 Emotions?

Emotions are, therefore, a subset of affective conditions[57] and having spoken of the importance of
emotion in creating believable agents, it  is important  to be objective in its definition, but the exact
definition regarding what emotion is or isn't is subject of much debate to this day [17]- although much
work exists in the psychology of emotion, there is no singular definition used for it [18]; in fact there
seems  to  be  quite  the  opposite:  Kleinginna  and  Kleinginna,  [17]  compiled  ninety  two  disparate
definitions for emotions, not including their own, into distinct categories pertaining to the more basic
psychological theory they supported (affective, cognitive, physiological, adaptive, and so on..) leading
to the apparent conclusion that there is no conclusion on the matter of defining emotion. However
among the disconsensus pertaining to the details of the definition there is reasonable consensus of the
view, that emotion is considered by most theorists,

“as a bounded episode in the life of an organism, characterized as an emergent pattern of component
synchronization  preparing  adaptive  action  tendencies  to  relevant  events  as  defined  by  their
behavioural meaning and seeking control precedence over behaviour.” [15]

2 - A full list of the emotions may be accessible, as well as the events that trigger them, at http://sims.wikia.com/wiki/Emotion 
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From here one gathers the limited time frame of an emotion, as well  as a pattern of  behaviour in
response to certain stimuli. As we will see in the next section, several approaches exist in order to
model emotions on virtual agents, but all of them agree on the previously stated common ground – the
solution proposed adheres to this definition.

2.3.1 Computable emotions

Emotions are important  to create believable agents, as ascertained in the motivation section.  It  is
paramount  then  to discuss  the  current  approaches  to  affective  modelling.  Scherer,  Länziger  and
Roesch [15] categorized affective models categories into five separate general categories, being that
all  approaches  are  viable  candidates  for  the  model  to  be  implemented,  arguably  differentiating
themselves in what particularity they wish to convey special relevance or the psychological theory they
are backed by. As such the model could be built on any of approaches mentioned below being that
some will be better tailored than others. Each of the approaches below captures an important facet of
the emotional  aspect  but  in choosing one of  the following approaches it  is  important  to take into
account the focus of the emotional aspect the model will be dealing with, relevant events which we
wish to  capture  or  ignore,  detail  and resolution/granularity  required  as  well  as other  less primary
concerns such as game performance.

2.3.1.1 Appraisal theory approaches

Appraisal theory postulates that all emotions come mostly from our own interpretations of events – our
appraisal of a situation is the emotional response[19]. The theory focuses on the difference in reaction
to  seemingly  similar  stimuli,  blaming  our  own  judgement  as  source  of  our  emotional  response.
Focusing on the individual and its psychological response, appraisal theory is best used in connecting
awareness with emotion. Unexpectedly models derived from appraisal theory put great emphasis on
the appraisal itself being that the remaining emotional aspect is usually less detailed and modelled. 
Many virtual emotional models which opt for the appraisal theory approach often base themselves on
the emotional classification in 'The Cognitive Structure of Emotions' (Ortony, Clore, Collins, Cambridge
University Press, 1988) which states that  emotion is structured into the categories of  Fortunes-of-
others,  Prospect-based,  Well-Being,  Attribution  and  Attraction,  or  more  largely  grouped  into
consequences of events, actions of agents or aspects of objects (usually referred as the OCC model
in lieu of the model's authors). There's certainly some overlap between the OCC model and items
considered relevant to the model (such as the having a section of our model dedicated to prospect-
based  emotional  content)  but  the  OCC  attempts  to  incorporate  all  emotion  –  emotions  such  as
attraction, or pity. The focus of the model to be implemented is to increase immersion and believability
by dynamically model emotions in response to events traditionally dismissed by game developers but
nonetheless relevant to the player and the player's character. As we saw on the commercial games
analysis, traditionally more complex emotional states, such as love or pity, are given special attention
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and  pre-scripted  into  the  game  itself.  Despite  being  one  of  the  most  used  models  in  affective
computing, were the OCC model to be used,  it in its entirety it would either remove part of the pre-
scripted events, mentioned previously, that usually add complexity and emotional content to video
game characters, or only part of the model would be used. Moreover the OCC model doesn't relate
emotions between themselves, except categorically, (making it very appropriate for an appraisal-based
model).

A good example of using the OCC model and appraisal theory implementation in video games lies in a
model proposed by Ochs, Sabouret and Corruble[20]:
Focusing on the believability of the NPCs, their model attempts to improve the experience by focusing
on  personality,  social  relations  and roles  of  the  NPC characters  inside  a  game.  As  such  in  their
proposed model each NPC is characterized by: its trait-based personality – each trait directly related
to how the NPC would appraise an event -, its social roles – which are modelled in pairs from the
NPC's perspective (i.e.  Employee/Boss,  Mother/Daughter),  and events  which would  influence their
behaviour – events that are appraised using the OCC model, eliciting an emotional response which
will alter its social relations with other NPCs.
The personality traits used in the model are extroversion which relate to how sensitive the individual is
to positive emotions and neuroticism which is the polar  opposite – how sensitive the individual is to
negative  emotions.  The  emotions  modeled,  using  the  OCC,  were  joy/distress,  hope/fear  and
relief/disappointment (so a limited version of the OCC was used). Beyond these there was also an
emotional decay component implemented to revert the emotional state to a neutral state after a time
period.

Naturally  their  model  focuses  on  the  non-playable  characters,  potentially  increasing  believability
through simulation of social relations. Their model would be a potential choice to be applied in games
with a high degree of freedom of choice and simulation, such as “The Sims”[50] series or Skyrim[42],
not taking into account either the player's character or its actions. One important aspect to retain from
their model is how additional diversity and customization was introduced via the trait-based personality
aspects – although few traits were introduced it allowed nonetheless to achieve a degree of diversity.
This approach inspired the possible use of traits to offer customization in the solution proposed, which
is further detailed in its own section.

Another interesting model by He, Liu and Xiong[21] is a fuzzy3 emotional  model  for virtual agents
based  on  the  OCC  model  using  hope/fear,  satisfaction/fear-confirmed  and  relief/disappointment
(again, not using the full  OCC model)  as displayed emotions of  events  based on three variables:
desirability, importance and likelihood. The first two are hard-coded into events or the agent's goals
themselves - “If an event is beneficial to an agent, it is desirable otherwise it is undesirable” and “we
equate goal’s importance with motivation intensity” and finally “we equate likelihood with the possibility
3  - a form of many-valued logic which deals with the approximate rather than the exact. 
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of what other virtual agents will do.” (Although likelihood is synonymous to the probability of an event
in their model is used to describe also the friendliness/hostility of an agent, likelihood as in like-amount
and also as the probability of an event). It's tailored as a model for virtual agents only, not specializing
itself for games themselves and with a big decision making component, as expected. With the goal of
creating more believable  agents it  is  interesting to note  how the model  accounts for the relations
between agents as a predictor of behaviour for them – in this it resembles a hybrid implementation of
the faction system discussed on the commercial video games analysis.

In the work of Jacobs, Broekens and Jonker[22] a partial OCC implementation was created – one that
focuses on the link between reward/punishment and an appropriate emotional response. As such, they
propose to use an emotion label system that attempts to assign each agent's state transition an initial
joy/distress mapping that, with time, converts into a hope/fear mapping, related to the agent's own
previous knowledge, hopefully useful in the planning and decision making of the agent. Although their
focus is clearly for modeling agent behavior it is important to note how modeling anticipatory behavior
improved the tested agent's performance validating the notion of its importance.
Kim[38] proposed and tested an emotional model focusing specifically on MMORPG (massively multi-
player online role playing game) named CROSS (character reaction of specific situation model) that
“attempts to deliver new fun factor to the user and help planning diverse changes of revenue model by
applying the cognitive emotion model” to specific events, identified as key events in MMORPGs. As
other  models,  it  also  was based  on  the OCC model and  it  was  interesting to  analyse  due  to  its
specialization  for  MMORPG's  –  a  type  of  game where  the  emotional  and  immersive  content  is
normally delegated,  in part,  to  the interactions  between players.  Unlike  previous models  this  one
attempted to model all the emotions in the OCC model.

The model is focused on NPC emotional reactions to events in a reactionary fashion (no memory or
internal state used), being akin to the reactive behaviour described in the commercial analysis of Sonic
the Hedgehog, but it also uses the OCC model as background.

Another interesting appraisal theory application lies in FatiMA[26], which implements the OCC model
by storing appraisals (valence based) in a numeral intensity value (-10; 10) - acting together with goal
mechanisms and perceived events, FatiMA was able to model the complete range of emotions inside
the OCC, accounting also individual personality and coping mechanism to deal with specific goals.

An  appraisal  theory  approach  is  usually  the  one  dominant  in  the  community  of  computational
emotional  modeling  [27]  and  there  is  a  potential  in  using  such  a  model  for  more  static
NPC/environment  emotional  association.  The appraisal  link  is almost  always  present  in  emotional
models but, as we will see, there are other approaches focus on other facets, perhaps more relevant
to test the hypothesis.
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2.3.1.2 Anatomical approaches

Anatomical theories diverge from the previous one in the sense that they attempt to emulate the neural
structure that is behind an emotional response. They tend to view emotions as separate entities with
their own systems and put greater importance on the systems that create the emotion instead of the
emotion itself. As such they tend to forgo most emotions and specialize on a specific one.
Models created with the anatomical theory in mind focus on a more raw, basic emotional response and
although  a  detailed  approach,  it  would  be  considered too pedantic  for  our  model,  that  wishes to
emphasize  on  several  emotions  and  the  relationship  between  those,  the  environment  and  the
character. A good example of this approach can be found in [51].

2.3.1.3 Rational approaches

Rational approaches ponder what adaptive function (the ability of a person to effectively interact with
society on all levels) does emotion serve and then attempt to abstract this from its implementation in
humans and attempts to incorporate into a model of intelligence – a good example of this can be seen
in [52]. Normally associated with artificial intelligence research, this approach typically views emotion
as a window into adaptive behaviour – models using this approach usually are intended to further
theories of machine intelligence and would not the be the ideal choice for the model being proposed.

2.3.1.4 Communicative approaches

Communicative  theories  focus  on  the  social  component  of  emotion,  that  it  ultimately  serves  an
empathic objective to aid in communication and to transmit non-verbal cues. Since they focus on the
outward emotional display they pay little regard to the internal workings of emotional production, often
disregarding it. It's usually an approach more focused on social studies, crowd dynamics and multi-
agent systems (the related work section has a few models that follow this approach). Although our
model  could  use this  category,  and it  will  certainly have a social  component,  the focus is on the
player's character itself – we intend for NPCs to also have social components but these are mostly to
interact with the player character's model and not the primary focus of the model.

Saunier  and Jones  in [30] created an interesting,  very high-level,  affective model  with  no specific
internal  emotional  model,  for  multi-agent  architecture  by distinguishing  between  the  agent's  mind
(punctual  events),  body  (temporal  dynamics)  and  environment  (external  influences)  as  different
sources for behaviour. The agent's mind is responsible for perception, decision and action and follows
the classical BDI structure. The agent's body is responsible for the temporal emotion component part
(it's decay/stabilization). The environment is responsible for the emotional contagion component of the
model. Although the focus of the model was on social behaviour it is interesting nonetheless in how it
identified different sources of emotional stimuli and made them work together to achieve an affect for
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the agent.

2.3.1.5 Dimensional theory approaches

The dimensional approach focuses on the connection between affective states and on its origin as a
combination of an n-dimensional vector (related also to the appraisal variables of appraisal theory).
Initially  Nowlis[23] analysed  and  concluded  that  there  were  between  six  and  twelve  separate
independent affective states (ie. sadness, anger, anxiety, etc..) to the human psyche – this introduced
the concept that all complex affective states could be broken down to a simpler list. Schlosberg[24],
however, also hinted that these affective states could also be related to one another in repeatable,
systematic, fashion – that  emotions shouldn't  be viewed as discreet and unrelated but as an end
product  of  a system of  undisclosed variables[15].  James Russell[25]  created the first  dimensional
models, postulating that any affective state could be created by a combination of pleasure/arousal, or
respectively misery/sleepiness. Russell opted to represent each dimension on a base-3 order (-1, 0, 1,
or negative, ambivalent, positive) being that the amount of possible emotional states given is three to
the power of two – nine, if one counts with he neutral state. Many other dimensional models have,
since  then,  been  created,  such  as  PAD[56],  being  that  usually  valence  (pleasure/misery)  and
arousal(aroused/sleepiness) seem to be the more consensual ones [27]. Unlike the appraisal theory
mentioned earlier Russell also builds upon the concept of core affect [28], which translates more or
less  directly[15]  into  his  first  proposed  dimensional  model  of  valence  and  arousal,  which  is  a
neurophysiology state, commonly referred to as a feeling that is, in itself, object free (i.e. without an
associated appraisal).

Using  a  dimensional  approach  Lee,  Park  and  Moon[29]  with  the  standard  valence  and  arousal
dimensions but also a preference dimension to determine a state an agent prefers they attempt to
model social dynamics using brownian (one who uses deterministic and stochastic elements) agents.
The model ultimately aims at the study of  emotional dynamics of population, not the detailed of a
single character – it's main focus is on detecting of emmergence without the recourse of contagion. It
is  nonetheless interesting to this proposal  in  how it  modelled individual  preference as a separate
dimension instead of a personality trait as other models have.

Asano in [16]  created an interesting model  of  affect  for  virtual  humanoid agents  with the goal  of
increasing believability using the dimensional approaches relying on the PAD model,  proposed by
Russel and Mehrabian[56] which adds a dimension to the normally traditional valence arousal vector –
dominance/submissiveness which represents  the controlling nature of  the emotion being modelled
(useful  in  separating  for  example,  anger  which elicits  dominant  behaviour  from  fear  which  elicits
submissive  behaviour).  Interestingly  it  uses  the  dimensional  PAD  model  to  describe  the  internal
emotional state the agent and uses sections of appraisal theory to emulate cognitive appraisal, not
preserving any of the links between appraisal and stimulus.
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In  emotivector[32]  it  is  shown  how sensations  can  be  dynamically  modelled  to  incorporate  both
anticipation and expectation, using not only present, but also previous information, splitting realtime
sensorial input into four categories, according to expectation and valence: an increase in a positive
sensation – a  better  reward than expected – leads  towards  excitement,  a decrease of  a positive
sensation – a worse reward than expected – leads towards discontentment; a stronger punishment
than  expected  leads  towards  depression  and  a  lower  punishment  leads  to  pleasure,  offering  a
dimensional model for virtual agents based on the importance and significance of anticipation as a
defining trait of emotional behaviour. It is interesting due to its dimensional approach to anticipation,
focusing on a segment of  the emotional  aspect  which is intrinsic also to  video games. As will  be
shown, GAEM follows a similar approach by also incorporating similar dimensions in its model.

One concludes that a big advantage of the dimensional approach is one can attempt to code the
seemingly complex nature of human emotions as a numeric combination of simpler internal factors. 
Whereas the appraisal approach attempts to associate an emotional state with specific appraisals (for
instance eating a cake <<>> joy) the dimensional approach seeks describe the emotional state of the
individual as a subset of other variables. For GAEM, we opted to use the better parts of  both the
dimensional approach and the appraisal approach, keeping the appraisal link with world objects but
also using a dimensional model to describe the emotional state of the character.

2.4 Immersion?

“Good immersion” is frequently touted on video-game reviews4 5 – normally referring to a sense of
absorption or engagement [13] but also meaning realism, addiction, relatability with character or even
referring to the sense of presence [13]. And even though its permissible to have such broad and loose
definition for a commercial/common use, this ambiguity of definition has become common within digital
game studies also[11][37].

Slater and Wilbur define immersion as “A description of a technology, that describes the extent to
which the computer displays are capable of delivering an inclusive, extensive, surrounding and vivid
illusion of reality to the sense of a human participant”[11], whereas presence is defined as “a state of
consciousness, the sense of being in the virtual environment”[11].
Witmer and Singer, on the other hand define immersion as “a psychological state characterized by
perceiving oneself to be enveloped by, included in, and interacting with an environment that provides a
continuous stream of stimuli and experiences.”[37]

As Calleja [13] points out, both definitions are almost opposite. As improving immersion is key to the
hypothesis  presented  a  clearer  definition  should  be used  as  to  provide  objectivity.  Following  that
immersion and presence are becoming too important a term in video games to be so loosely defined,
4 - http://www.examiner.com/review/the-last-of-us-showcases-unrivaled-immersion
5 - http://www.gamermelodico.com/2012/01/cracking-final-fantasy-xiiis-immersion.html
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hence in requirement of more precise a definition Calleja [13] proposed the following definition:
“I have concluded that a new term is necessary to permit effective inquiry into the distinctive qualities
of  digital games, virtual environments and virtual worlds. [...] I will outline a conceptual  model that
replaces  the  metaphor  of  immersion  with  one  of  incorporation.  This  metaphor  signifies  an
internalization of the digital environment that makes it present to the participant‟s consciousness as a
domain for exerting agency while simultaneously being present to others within it through the figure of
the avatar.” [13]
He therefore broke down what is commonly referred to as immersion and presence into a model of six
different dimensions, each pertaining to the player's involvement in a macro and micro involvement
frame – macro referring to general motivation and micro referring to focused deep involvement in the
video game. Due to the need for objectivity this model will be used to determine improvement/results
in a more objective fashion.
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Affective involvement: Focusing on how compelling a game is, from an emotional arousal viewpoint
– not that it elicits a particular emotion but that it engages the player in excitatory homoeostasis (the
tendency of individuals to choose entertainment to achieve an optimal level of arousal). For the micro
involvement it refers to how graphics audio and environmental physics can affect the player.

Spatial involvement: Focuses on game's component of exploration – ie. How much a game satisfies
the player's desire to explore a different world (following the claim that such desire in inherent  to
human nature[14]). At the micro involvement it refers to the internalization of spatial features of the
environment – an awareness of the surroundings in accordance with the world map.

Tactical involvement: Within the macro phase, tactical involvement pertains to working and achieving
in-game goals. In the micro phase it refers to how all forms of decision making pertaining to the game
and how they are a form of engagement by the player.

Performative involvement: In the macro phase it refers to the motivational drawn by the ability to
perform within the virtual environment – to act within the limitations of the game-system. The micro
phase refers to specific forms of avatar control in regards to movement and control.

Narrative involvement: Focusing on the narrative component of the game, enriching gameplay by
having a compelling in-world story.  In the micro involvement it  refers to how the present  in game
moment creates a meaningful narrative that extends into the future.

Shared involvement: This section is mostly reserved for massive-multiplayer-online games and refers
to a crucial motivator pertaining to the social component associated with playing these games, but also
with interacting with non-player characters.
 
2.5 Memory, emotion and computers 

In creating affective agents it's important to also analyse the role how human memory works. Memory
plays a part in nearly every decision making, learning, planning, prioritizing, creativity and more. From
studies[59]  of the brain, we know that the cortex and the limbic system are intertwined – there are
more connections carrying signals from the limbic system to the cortex than vice-versa. One of the
most reliable phenomena in the cognition-emotion link is the effect of mood on evaluative judgement
(clore 92). Not only does mood influence a person's judgement it also influences memory retrieval. It is
believed[27] that every memory we store, be it a concept, a recollection or a plan has an associated
emotional valence – generally, a good experience such as a success or familiarity will likely have a
positive emotional valence associated with it. Naturally the opposite also applies as failures and risks
will,  generally,  have a negative associated valence to it.  This link  is useful  in decision making as
negative valence emotions will tend to sway a person from bad outcomes (and vice-versa). But the
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emotion-memory link doesn't work only as an additional descriptive to a memory – a person's mood
tends to significantly impact memory retrieval in two separate, but related, ways.
The first one is named mood dependence and it relates to how positive (valence wise) memories will
tend to be easier to remember in a positive mood and consequently how negative memories will tend
to be easier to remember in a negative mood[27]. The second one is named mood congruence and it
refers to how humans tend to remember events that match current mood (thus, when we're scared or
anxious, we tend to remember negative events). Both tend to hint that current mood and mood at the
time of the memory creation tends to affect deeply memory recollection. 
As a general rule it seems clear that there seems to be a proportional link[27] between emotionally
charged events and its ease of  remembrance, and research  [60] suggests that it  is the associated
emotion and not the event itself (though the two can't really be separated, from the subject's point of
view) that creates the ease in memory recollection. This effect seems to vary according to age, gender
and the valence of the emotions themselves – in general positive emotions tend to create stronger
links than negative ones[60], but this is, as stated previously, mood dependent as well. Another way in
which valence of an emotion affects the memory of an event if how positive memories tend to contain
more sensory detail than negative ones. There are, naturally, exceptions to this rule – in some cases,
such  as  intense  trauma,  memories  can  be  repressed[61];  another  exception  is  how  a  strong
associated affective component to an event  can impair/subdue memory retention[62] for memories
generated at the same time which have a weaker emotional link.

Computers on the other hand treat memory in an altogether different fashion. From a traditional stand
point  the internal  memory of  a computer  functions  also as  information storage,  but  unlike  human
memory,  this  one  does  not  have  an  affective  component  associated  with  it.  Any sort  of  error  or
ambiguity in computer memory generally lead to a program, if not a system, crash. 
In order to emulate human memory in computers, several approaches have been tried – a model for
emotionally charged memory retrieval,  based on matching location cues[64];  a dedicated extra bit in
computer RAM to add affective content to memory[27] among others[65]. However, as one attempts to
make computers more human, one risks losing one of the main advantages in them – their ability to
store  large  amounts  of  information  with  almost  no  chance  of  recall  error  or  lapse  in  memory  –
programs follow this guideline and, generally,  use memory as a form of pure record keeping. The
ability to store information outside of  our  brains information has been useful to humans since the
beginnings of civilization, as humans can be generally bad at it. Every stage of human memory, from
storage to recall, has a myriad of factors which may hamper its objectivity. In fact, it has been shown[3]
that  human memory can be easily tampered by a third party,  changing one's  supposed objective
recollections of events. So in attempting to make an affective agent that mimics human behaviour it's
very important to use memory not as a computer would but as a human would. 
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In making an emotional model that mimics that of a human's it is important to note then:

• That mood can play a part in which memories are easier to remember.

• That memory should be proportional to the affective component associated with it.

• That memories have, typically, an emotional valence.

• That the objectiveness and accuracy of the memories themselves should not be the primary
concern in its design.

• That the model should store events subjectively, and at the same time simulate a form of
forgetfulness.

2.6 Virtual characters, personality and expression

Any  emotional  response  is  subjective  in  nature  and  consequently  influenced  by  the  subject's
personality[27].  Though  not  the  subject  matter  of  this  thesis,  personality,  like  memory,  plays  an
important role in determining affective behaviour in humans and, consequently, in affective agents. It is
also important, from an immersion (or from a performative involvement if one is using the incorporation
model and wishes to be precise) point of view, to determine how a created character will respond, à
priori, to certain types of events. No individual reacts emotionally in the same way to the same stimuli
[5] so why should the player's character? In video-games, non-cosmetic customization is usually done
through the use of role-played questions [53], profiled from the player's actions [54], or asked directly
during character creation [55]. Ideally, the game designer would offer the player the chance to create
as custom a character as he would like but, naturally, this is an infeasible solution unless the player
programs them in the game himself (which as infeasible as it sounds isn't all that far fetched if one
considers the modding community of many games today). Current work on personality emulation for
artificial  characters  is,  normally,  reserved  for  autonomous  agents  [66][67],  playing  a  part  in  the
decision making process[27].
How can one adapt emotion recognition to video-game characters? Though this section is entirely
dependant on the aesthetics of the game being adapted it's important to refer the uncanny valley – the
theory that states that almost-real appearance in characters causes discomfort in observers6- as a
deterrent against simply mimicking what happens with human beings – in animating a character often
the realist approach isn't the best solution.
Following the work of Thomas and Johnston[6], in order to portray an affective reaction an animator
must take into consideration several points:
That the emotional state (part of what is known as affect) be clearly and unequivocally defined; That
6  A more comprehensive definition can be found at:
http://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/engineering/robots/4343054
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the thought process reveals feeling (that the character's emotional state shines through their actions);
and that emotion needs to be accentuated to facilitate understanding from their human viewers. These
considerations hint  at  the use of  simple,  easy to  read and unmistakeable  expressions,  instead of
several  emotional expressions of  variable  degree – thus, assuming the considerations that  a few,
expressive,  emotional  expressions  trump  several  nuanced  ones  it  makes  sense  to  have  one
expression per emotional state being modelled. 

Picard [27] states that an affective state can be displayed, through several means, being that the most
apparent to others are facial expression, vocal intonation, gestures, movement, posture and papillary
dilation. In order to create a game that takes advantage of any emotional model, special consideration
should be taken to implement proper expression – otherwise the player will not detect it.

2.7 Summary

This  section began with  what  was  being done currently in  video games in  the realm of  dynamic
emotions, concluding that  most,  but  not  all,  emotional content in video games is usually made to
trigger specifically at certain times with emotions that, like a character in a book, are determined à
priori. This insufficiently takes into consideration demand for a more immersive (or incorporative) and
believable play-through. Following that, a technical analysis and definition on the terms of immersion,
emotion and affect was sough, due to their importance to this work.
Next an overlook over psychological theories and computational approaches currently used to model
emotions both for virtual agents and also in video games, as also an analysis on how related factors
such as memory, personality, and character expression relate to emotional display. 
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Chapter 3: GAEM – Overview

Our model was designed with the goal of improving immersion, believability and ultimately the game-
play experience by adequately modelling the player character's emotional state and conveying it. 
In order to achieve this goal,  it  became important that  our  model be aware not only of  what was
happening in real time in the game world but also what had happened previously – there would be a
need to sift through all the information gatherable from the game state, and from it express an emotion
to the player. 

For  instance,  take a  standard  dungeon-crawler7.  Already  deep  inside the
dungeon our hero crosses path with a trap that releases deadly spikes that
almost hit him. Having previously been hit by similar spikes our hero cannot
help but be distressed over seeing another so nearly kill him off, but at the
same time our hero is relieved that nothing bad happened this time. The next
time our hero faces a similar situation he might be a little more confident
about it – “Traps?! I see right through them!”.

           
This small example is simple to understand when explained in narrative form but several questions are
raised when attempting to model our hero's behaviour dynamically – What should he feel? Should he
be  relieved  that  he didn't  die or  distressed over  seeing  the  trap?  How will  this  impact  his  future
experiences with traps? What if he saw a pile of treasure close to it? How much did that previous trap
hurt him? Would he have died from this one? – what is going on in his mind?

7  - A dungeon crawler is a type of scenario in fantasy role-playing games where the player(s) navigate a labyrinth filled with 
traps, monsters and usually treasure.
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Our model proposes to answer these questions in a manner that does not tax everyday computers
and is designed to work alongside most games, with minimal invasiveness to the core structure of the
game itself.
Being independent from the game architecture itself, GAEM works by offering, per game frame, a
possible emotional expression based on its current and previous data. So the exchange between the
two is simple: the game is responsible for sending relevant information to the model, in the form of
events and belief updates, as they happen, and the model is responsible for sending an expression
(and any other information the game designer wants) back to the game. 

Events can be categorized as distinct “things” that happen in the game, which are deemed (by the
game designer)  relevant  to  the emotional  state  of  the character,  such as  losing  health  points  or
receiving a big pile of treasure. These are discreet and atomic in nature and, although they may have
an external source, they are usually linked directly to the internal state of the avatar itself – a good
example of this is loss of health points, but they could also be related to what the avatar is currently
seeing. 

Belief updates, on the other hand, are more complex in their nature and require a greater analysis of
the game itself. Whereas events are focused on the internal state of the avatar, belief updates are
focused on interactions between the character and the world – how a particular experience, be it good,
bad or a mixture of both, affects how the avatar feels about a particular object or thing. This requires a
greater analysis of the game because it's not simply a matter of listening for changes in a specific
variable but analysing the game state to determine what constitutes an episode or a full interaction
that reflects ultimately in a reward or a punishment and how this episode, or interaction, changes the
avatar's perceptions of the object or thing in question.

Taking from our example of the hero in the dungeon mentioned previously, possible events triggered
from it would be our hero seeing the new trap or how our hero wasn't hit by the same trap, whereas a
belief update would be the whole episode in itself which would lessen the negative opinion that our
hero had of traps.

Because not that many games start with game characters that are complete blank slate in terms of
memories and emotions (usually offering some sort of past and personality), it is also important,  in
order to achieve better responses, to implant “artificial” memories and personality, tweaking the model
itself, in order to create a cushion or pillow for the character's emotions. This step allows the player or
the game designer to further customize their game character before even starting the game itself,
contributing to a more immersive experience.
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Each event will be received by the model and stored in an event memory section which will then be
used to infer whether or not the event is unexpected. Also, by using the event type itself, each event
has an associated appraisal stored inside the model. With both an appraisal and an unexpectedness
factor we can finally select an appropriate affective stimulus. On each game frame (or at a set refresh
rate, or even at each turn) all affective stimuli are processed and the most intense one at that time is
sent back to the game itself as an expression.
Beliefs aren't used to create affective stimuli by themselves – they only update a particular object's
perception. It is only when the character views said object (which is in itself an event) that an affective
stimulus is generated. In this regard, the belief system creates a dynamic appraisal response instead
of a static one.

3.1 Input and Output

As stated,  GAEM receives as inputs either events or belief updates. Events should be sent to the
model with the type of event they belong to and the value of that specific event (which is naturally,
context dependent).  The value of the event  should,  for processing concerns (see unexpectedness
calculator), be sent with a constant rate of growth in mind.
Optionally a third parameter can be used, the external source, which is useful for some events, such
as perceptions (observing something).
The other input possible is a belief update, which requires greater integration with the game itself.
Following this, there's no generic guideline on the message sent to the model as it will have to be
object dependent – practically speaking in most cases it's the object themselves that ends up sending
a valence (good/bad) of the interaction (I.e. “The character had a bad interaction with this object”)
message to the object memory module with whatever parameters it requires to update the avatar's
memory of itself – further detailed on the Object Memory section. 

In our testing scenario we used the following event types (which will be further explained and detailed
at the testing scenario section):

• Losing/Gaining health points
• The amount of damage the hero's sword does
• Getting experience points
• Getting attack power buffs
• Killing enemies
• Perceived danger (how much health  points do I  have,  versus the hits I'm used to

getting)
• External  perception events  (one per  observable  “thing”,  being that  its  value is  the

number of objects of that type that the hero sees)
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Whereas the belief updates refer to individual experiences with objects:

• “How useful/unuseful was receiving this attack power buff.”
• “This particular type of monster gave me a really hard time for the experience points I

got from him” versus “This monster was easy and I managed to get experience points
without losing much/any health”  or  even “This monster  was  tricky to kill  and I  am
undecided whether I should be happy or not, since I lost a lot of health killing him”.

• “From this item I gained an inconsequential/major amount of health points”
• “I avoid all of these traps so they don't affect me.” versus “I lose so much health to

those traps.”

As observed, events relate directly to a direct perception of the character, be it a literal perception of
an object or  an internal  one such as losing health points. Belief  updates on the other hand refer
exclusively to how a character's interaction with an object changes its opinion of said object, in regards
to its expectation of reward or punishment.

As for output it was initially opted just for the emotion to be expressed on each frame, for example fear
– but this ends up limiting the expression and the feedback to the user of what is going in the avatar's
mind so the source of emotion was added. Naturally is it up to the designer to determine how much
information he would like its avatar to convey. We opted for picking the strongest emotion felt at the
time8, and its source, but the model can also transmit a plethora of data that can be used (the second
most  felt  emotion,  the  gap  between  them,  intensity,  etc.)  should  one  wish  to  implement  a  more
complex expression.

Going back to our noble hero and his dungeon adventure, it turns out that gracefully dodging traps has
made him too confident in his own abilities. No longer bothering with looking down or walking with
attention our hero is hit by a particularly spiky trap. A possible event triggered to represent this action
as he is hit by said trap: {type = loss of life, value = 24.2 health points, source = big spiky trap of
death}. Another possible one triggered upon seeing a trap is: {type = perception, value = 1 object,
source = big spiky trap of death}. A possible belief update from this experience would be {type = trap
belief, value = a bad experience}. Following all these events and beliefs our model could offer back to
the game the following expression to respond to the events that had transpired {emotion = fear, source
= big spiky trap of death}.

8 -  to aid in the perception of emotion, as described in the previous section in “Virtual characters, personality 
and expression”
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3.2 Event Processing

3.2.1 Unexpectedness Calculator

Skinner introduced the notion of operand conditioning [36] - that our judgement of anything takes into
account our own expectations of reward – which finds its way into video-games in the link between
effort and reward, be it the player's or their character's. GAEM should then reflect not only the direct
rewards the player  and his character  receive,  but  also the character's own expectation of  reward.
Following  work  in  [32],  valence aside,  it  affirms that  the unexpectedness  of  an event  leads  to  a
stronger emotional response.

One  of  the  first  steps  after  receiving  a  new  event  is  calculating  the  degree  of  abnormality  or
unexpectedness of such an event. 

In order to do this several approaches were used9 but ultimately in order to balance the unknown
factor of the data coming in and at the same time take statistically valid conclusions of said data it was
opted to assume, based on the central limit theorem, a normal distribution pattern for each event input
values. This inference provides, for most cases in video games, the smallest amount of error whilst
offering statistically valid conclusions10. This approach also follows the design premiss to keep both
game and model as separate as possible.
The next design issue directly related with the previous one is with the rate of growth of the values
themselves. Whilst it would be possible (since frame-time information is available) to analyse first and
second (and so on…) derivatives and possible integrals of the values being received, and compare
them to detect abnormal behaviour, it was decided that such an approach would be counter-productive
– as there is no previous knowledge or even supposition over how a value is achieved it introduces
unwanted bias in an automated analysis. So instead of attempting to determine which derivative of a
numeric value is being changed, it would introduce less noise on the unexpectedness calculation if, on
the game side, the game would send the data already in the constant rate of growth required for
analysis. Practically speaking, it would mean sending how many coins the hero looted from a treasure
chest instead of sending the total amount of coins the player has at any given time – by focusing on
analysing  the  changes  in  a  constant  rate  of  growth  variable  instead  of  the  variable  itself,  this
methodology migrates the calculations to the game side, but at the same time allows the model to
work with any growth rate and allows for more exact calculations by not having to guess which is being
9  - Initially a basic form of unexpectedness calculation was implemented by using hard-coded limits on the 

values themselves, but such an approach was unable to adapt to changing values and it would require a-
priori knowledge of what an abnormal value would actually be. A second iteration of this section used the 
average value, which would fix some of the previous problems but still be insufficient to draw the kind of 
statistical conclusions required to make valid unexpectedness statements.

10 - The central limit theorem produces more valid results as the sample size increases. So that the character 
does not go through a “learning” period where it's reactions are too extreme, characters should be 
customized before the player uses them, by gifting them with “pre-made” memories. 
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used by the event. So following the premiss of a normal distribution the unexpectedness is calculated
by:

unexpectedness=(value− average)/√ variance 11

The game designer may then determine an appropriate number to translate this into the expected
/unexpected binary. In a preliminary stage of the testing scenario, upon demonstrating several of the
options to a small group of  people,  we considered that any event with an unexpectedness above
0.6712 should be classified as unexpected (but it can be customized to emulate a character that is
difficultly impressed, for instance, more on this in the personality, customization section). 
Some special case scenarios also needed to be implemented to counter the possibility that the event
records do not possess sufficient data to merit an adequate statistical response. So in cases where
the variance is zero, (which would mean the value of that event has been constant or rounded to
constant since it  has been recorded)  unexpectedness of  a  new,  different,  value is  clipped to 4.0
(instead of giving infinite unexpectedness).  Another clipping case happens when fewer than one event
of that type have been recorded – these are, naturally, too few to adequately gauge a response to in
these cases unexpectedness is set to 4.0.
After the calculation are done the new value is added to the event record itself. However, most, if not
all, of these clipping scenarios can be avoided by carefully inputting “pre-made” memories given to the
model before the game itself starts. 

3.2.2 Event Record

Memory in  our  model  is  handled by two different  modules,  this  one being responsible  for  storing
appraisal-free data, through the eyes of the avatar. It is responsible for supplying our avatar with a
memory of past events, in order for it to know what to expect. The other important segment of the
avatar's memory – the appraisal part -  is handled by other module altogether – object memory and
appraisal selection. So one module attempts to be more analytical and store, in its view and without an
affective component, what happened, whilst the other is responsible for storing memory of beliefs and
picking an appropriate appraisal.
Because of the processing and storage concerns related with calculating standard deviation for each
new value, an online algorithm13 was implemented that would calculate variance (and consequently
standard deviation) – this approach ends up being less demanding, from a performance perspective,
as it minimizes record keeping and processing requirements. By using this algorithm no permanent
record of previous events is required and the average and variance are still available to label events
as  expected/unexpected,  having  only  the  requirement  that  there  should  be  a  recurrent  relation14

11 - Also known as the standard score.
12 - Which translates into, approximately, a value more distant than 50% of the sample from the mean.
13 - An algorithm that processes its input as it is received.
14 - That each they be defined from an equation, recursively.
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between the numbers involved in each event. 
Keeping in mind that memory is proportional to the affective component associated with it[27] and that
it is not the objective of this model to simulate human memory, but simply to account for some of its
affective components, it was opted to, instead of calculating a traditional mean, to assign a weight
(further detailed below) to each new event memory – to account the associated affective importance.

In pseudo-code:

def weighted_incremental_variance(event_value):
   N = 0
   sumweight = 0
   mean = 0
   M2 = 0
   weight = weight_calculator(event_value)
   temp = weight + sumweight
   delta = event_value – mean
   R = delta * weight / temp
   mean = mean + R
   M2 = M2 + sumweight * delta * R
   sumweight = temp
   variance_n = M2/sumweight
   N = N + 1
   variance = variance_n * N/(N – 1)

In which event_value refers to the value of the event, weight is the new weight to be assigned to the
value to be included in the sample, sumweight is the sum of all previous weights and mean is the
(estimated) average of the previous values. Since GAEM was designed to receive artificial memories
before the start of the gameplay there is also present a similar iteration of this algorithm, but one that
goes through a list of values instead of a single one, in order to process initial memories.

What weight should be given to a new event?

As said before, this weight should translate how recent and how marking is the new event to be added
to the record. It's weight should therefore be proportional to how recent it is and to how unexpected
the new event is. Were we to use a constant value,  as the events unfold, each new event would
become  less  important  in  the  records  as  its  weight  proportion  would  decrease.  Several  weight
formulas were tested, again with the small group mentioned previously, (and it is certainly something
that should be game specific, or even event specific) and ultimately, we chose to use:

               w=sumweight∗ (a∗ proportion+(1− a)∗ |unexpectedness|)
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Where  w is  the  new weight,  sumweight is  the sum of  all  the weights  of  the previous  memories,
proportion is a constant that determines what proportion should the weight of the event be in relation
to every other sample already present and a is a constant that is responsible for balancing out each
section of the weight formula. On one end of the spectrum “a” is 1 and unexpectedness is not taken
into consideration and each new memory has a weight that is, approximately, the same proportion in
relation  to all  previous ones.  On the other  end of  the spectrum this  proportion is  only  based  on
unexpectedness itself which creates a model that responds too harshly to every new event. With the
use of the same small group as before and by simulating how the data evolved over a period of 200
iterations, a ratio of 0.70 for a was used, with a proportion ratio of 0.05. 

Suppose you start this module with empty records and feed it 10 events with the same type and the
same  value:  zero.  Naturally,  since  the  values  do  not  move  from  the  sample  mean,  their
unexpectedness is zero and since the mean doesn't  shift,  it  remains the same, regardless of  the
weight used. Suppose we now change the values of the input from 1 to 2:

- events value
- unexpectedness

The chart represents how the system responds to such a change in behaviour. As observable, after
ten  constant  inputs  of  one  it  is  changed  to  two,  upon  which  unexpectedness  sky-rockets  to  the
(clipped) maximum15, settling to values below 0.67 after two equal inputs. 

After 20 event hits, the weighted average is 1,95, instead of the 1,5 from a standard average, or 2 if
you only count the last 10 items. (so in this regard the approach chosen still account for all inputs, but
give more importance to more recent ones).  

15 - as expected as it had only received constant values before. In the testing scenario however, special care 
was given to provide a larger sample size of pre-made memories. 
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- events value
- unexpectedness
- 0.67, the expected/unexpected line
• event marked as unexpected

This chart follows a chain of events, whose value, alternates between 6 and 8, with no pre-made
memories. These event records are being calculated with a ratio of 50% constant proportion and 50%
related to the unexpectedness, (so a = 0.5) with proportion value of 0.25 (so, if, no unexpectedness
was taken into consideration, the new value would count, for the average and variance calculations, as
if it were 25% of all cases). Changing the proportion constant could create a character that pays more
attention to recent events rather than older ones and changing the ratio can create a character that is
rarely surprised by unexpected events. Also, since no memory was created it is interesting to note how
the character is much more responsive to changing values in the beginning compared to the end.

Although more recent  events  end up  having greater  importance and,  it  should be  noted that  this
approach by itself could be insufficient in certain scenarios with a very large quantity of events. As no
actual events are being forgotten completely, it could lead to a possible stasis in the memory of the
character.  This  poses  a  challenge  to  implementation  as  the  model  should  indeed  balance  the
character's increasing experience with unrealistic memory stasis or unresponsiveness to new events.
It could be argued that the character's more apathetic demeanour is normal and a consequence of
gaining memories at a higher rate than he it is forgetting them.
  Optionally should this be an undesired trait, an automated way of circumventing the balance problem,
is by, at a set temporal interval after the last input of that type, resenting all the memory values for that
event. In this way, new values remain a relevant proportion of new input, by artificially reducing the
supposed sample size. The intervals, should be tweaked to be low enough as to not create unreal and
artificial  unexpectedness.  This  complement  was  implemented  but  was  not  put  into  the  testing
scenarios as this feature would only useful for considerably longer games than the ones tested, with a
high amount of event data, where the increasing weight of the new events and the unexpectedness of
them  is  insufficient  by  itself  to  adequately  update  a  character's  emotional  memory,  promoting
unrealistic character apathy. Another interesting characteristic of this complement is that it takes into
consideration a temporal variable, simulating actual forgetting due to time passing.
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3.2.3 Appraisal Selection

Following the work of FatiMA[26] a valence type opinion mechanism was created where -1.0 would
mean extreme dislike and 1.0 would mean the opposite (naturally 0.0 would constitute lack of opinion
or indecision on the subject). 
Following this, each event type has an associated appraisal that stems from the character itself, but
there are still two main types of appraisals.
The first  type  relates  to  how the character  feels  about  changes in  its  internal  state.  As they are
considered part of the character's personality, it stands to reason these values should/would only be
changed by scripted events – the same way the initial character's personality is given to the model.
The second type of appraisals relate to the character's opinion pertaining to the world around him. As
such it requires an auxiliary module that will provide appraisals on objects types. These are dynamic
and depend on the character's interactions with the object itself. 
Returning to our example, as our no longer confident hero strides along he sees a monster in the
room ahead. This can be represented by an event of the kind {type = perception, value = 1 object,
source = a monster of that kind}. The appraisal selection module detects that this is a dynamic type of
appraisal that represents the characters views on monsters of that kind so, after consulting with the,
object  memory module,  the module returns with the message {event  type = perception,  source =
monsters of that kind, message = 0.0}.  Our hero has never met a monster like that one and has
absolutely  no valence associated.  Were our  hero of  a  less curious nature he might treat  all  new
experiences with a degree of unlikeability. Thankfully this isn't the case.

Each of the events if the testing scenario has the following appraisal:
Event Appraisal type

Losing health points Static, negative
Gaining health points Static, positive

The amount of damage the hero's sword does Static, positive
Getting experience points Static, positive

Killing enemies Static, positive
Perceived danger Static16, negative

Seeing a heart Dynamic, valence changes between
neutral and positive

Seeing an attack power coin Dynamic, valence changes between
neutral and positive

Seeing a monster (one type for each monster type, 3 total) Dynamic, valence changes between
negative, neutral and positive

Seeing a trap Dynamic, valence changes between
neutral and positive

16 - How the perceived danger is calculated remains a dynamic variable, but the appraisal itself is static, more 
on this in the testing scenario section
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 3.2.4 Object Memory

Object memory was added to the model to account for more complex affective interactions between
the character and the world around him. Picking up on the previous event memory implementation, the
model allows to create a dynamic memory appraisal model for any type of “thing”. It does so in the
following fashion:
For any type of item desired, the model creates an appraisal which is, initially, neutral (or another if
desired) and will respond to the character's interactions with it, which can be good, neutral or bad
towards the character. Based on a reward/punishment duality a weighted average (using the exact
same online algorithm mentioned in the unexpectedness module, but without the variance component,
just the weighted average) is used to update the belief of the character of that particular object. Like
the event records this weighted average attributes greater relevancy (assuming to the same relative
value)  to  more  recent  interactions.  In  short,  object  memory  weighs  the  pros  and  cons  of  past
experiences, giving more relevancy to more recent experiences and will then provide an associated
valence.

This reward and punishment duality is done by updating the object's memory with normalized, -1 to 1
values, -1 representing the worst possible punishment and 1 representing the best possible reward,
which will, in turn, (via the weighted average) correspond to the character's appraisal of the object in
question.
Naturally, in keeping with the character-centric design “worst possible punishments” or “best possible
rewards” are subjective terms so they are context dependent – in this way we can emulate how a
character can learn more about the world around him. The best possible reward at the start of a game
can mean almost nothing a few hours later.
As stated previously this approach naturally involves a much greater knowledge about the game world
and the character in question so it would need to be up to the game designer to determine how this
normalized value is calculated. It would be the designer's prerogative to determine what constitutes an
interaction between the player's character and the world around him and how said interaction affects
the character's beliefs.

Picking up on our previous example of the hero who had just seen a monster he had not seen before.
Recognizing the clearly hostile intent of the horrific creature our gallant hero dashes with his sword in
hand, attacking what, in some circles, would be called a rather vicious and dangerous bunny rabbit.
After a gruesome fight our hero emerges victorious, though with a few bruises and bites. All and all our
hero was left relatively undamaged and now has a nice rabbit to eat. Next time he sees a rabbit he
might look forward to the free meal.
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3.2.5 Emotion Selection

Previously we had discussed the work of Thomas and Johnston[6], regarding portrayal of emotions on
characters. Their considerations hint at the use of simple expressions, instead of several emotional
expressions of  variable  degree – thankfully this  approach works well  with  the dimensional  theory.
Using the work by Hammond[68] and Martinho[32] as a basis, the following mapping between stimulus
and emotional response was observed:

      Less than expected Within expectation More than expected
Good Distress Happy Hope
Bad Relief Sad Fear

Having both dimensions already calculated the appropriate emotion is picked. Beyond these, there is
also the neutral (valence-wise) emotional state which can be used for events whose appraisal is zero
– meaning an ambivalent or lack of an emotional appraisal – having no mapping as an expectation of
something that is neither a reward or a punishment would not change the emotional nature of the
stimuli. 

 unexpected value
 value
 weighted average
 unexpectedness interval

The chart displays the part of the evolution of an event's value,  captured from a resolution of the
testing scenario (22 events recorded from a single event type – sword hits). Each new value is always
being compared only to previous records, so the unexpectedness interval (which corresponds to 0,67σ
above and below the mean), and the weighted average will only take into consideration the new value
on the next event of that type.
Of the 22 events, only 9 fit the category of being unexpected (marked with squares) so they produce
either distress (red, less than expected) or hope (green, more than expected) because that event has
a positive appraisal.  The other 14 events,  having expected values produce a happiness stimulus.
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Were it to have a negative appraisal it would, on the other hand, produce relief, distress and sadness. 
Finally a trio consisting of an emotion, a source and an intensity calculated by the absolute z-score, is
sent to the affective state module which will be responsible for sorting through all the stimuli present in
the character at any given time.

3.2.6 Affective State

rate itself, the model is capable of working with both
17 - initially it  was considered associating each stimulus by emotion elated,  or at least  by valence: the first

iteration of the model would sum all equivalent emotional values currently present in the character (so hope +
hope and so on) and pick the biggest to send back, as an expression, to the game. Although it would created
interesting responses and associations in the testing scenario it would not be in lieu with current research[32]
which suggests that the most intense stimulus is normally the prevalent one.
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but for ease of parametrization it was opted to use a linear decay on the testing scenario.
The implementation of the module varied slightly from this organization, and we'll analyse it further in
the implementation section,  though logically it  remains  similar. Generally speaking,  having GAEM
without a refresh rate and thus calculate decay with the frame rate itself presented more immediate,
believable, feedback so it was better idea, at implementation, to create a decay rate appropriate for a
frame-rate based refresh rate instead of a using a refresh rate. 

3.3 Personality, customization and scalability

As discussed previously, though not the objective of this thesis, personality and customization of a
character's reactions plays an important part in any emotional model for virtual characters. It would be
remissive of this model not to implement it. 

Instead of creating new mechanics to offer the player an additional layer of depth the model offers,
instead,  customization of  itself  allowing  to  create  an emotional  model  tailored to the  character  in
question and as complex as the original  model offering customization to nearly every facet of  the
character within the restricted universe created. 

Because of its complexity, it stands to reason to have a personality module entirely independent from
the emotional model; a module that is then consulted and interacted as needed. This was, however,
quite impractical as personality, being so intrinsic to the emotional model itself, ended up being used in
almost every stage of GAEM. The focus of this thesis isn't on personality expression in video games,
but personality remains an important component[27] in any emotional model that would tailor itself to
specific character. We achieve this customization via several variables already present in the model.
However, since potential customization could add additional bias to the test results no customization
options  were given  to  the players –  though they are  possible,  all  played with  the  same “default”
settings.
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To provide an overview of the variables mentioned previously,  here detailed, are all18 implemented
options that can be customized to emulate a character's personality:

Personality trait emulated Variable changed
Increased

Hopefulness/Fearfullness
The cut-off variable to determine how an event goes from expected

to unexpected
Optimism/Cynicism All the object memories can be changed so that certain interactions

impact less or more than usual.
Propensity towards fear, hope,

relief, distress, etc Emotions can be selected with more lenient intervals than others. 
Shyness or dispassionate vs
passionate and outspoken 

Increasing/Decreasing the decay variable for current affects or
increasing/decreasing the stimulus behind each affective stimulus 

Attentive/Aloof How much perception-type events matter in relation to others
Good Memory/ Forgetfulness How new interactions count versus previous ones. This can be

applied to both object memory and event memory.

The focus of this list is not to model a complete personality, but to offer a degree of customization
within the model – so that each character create be an individual in its own right. Players would then
see the character react in accord to the personality picked, which (hopefully) reflects in better tactical
and affective immersive component. The system works well with the traditional trait systems already
implemented in video games[55][58], that stemmed from Dungeons&Dragons19, which serve a similar
purpose, which is to offer (a limited) amount of customization20 when creating a character.

As mentioned previously the list of traits present is non-exhaustive and other traits could easily be
implemented to offer even more customization: such as fear of rain, introversion, love of combat, and
so on. The list is virtually as endless as the designer wishes it to be. These new traits are, however,
dependant on the game itself so it would make little sense to list them here.
Naturally further customization is always possible apart from the model, on the game side, in the form
of sentic modulation, which is further detailed in the testing scenario.

Naturally  this  expression  of  emotion  can  be tied  to  actual  game-play mechanics  such  as  attack
damage or health points themselves being that eventually, if more complex consequences are added
the player would have added incentive to take the character's emotional state into consideration which
by presenting an additional challenge, possibly improves the tactical involvement of the incorporation
18  - without taking into consideration additional possible traits brought by the game itself, i.e. all traits can 

depend only on the model as it is, untailored to any specific game
19  - Most of role-playing games today share characteristics that can be traced to the popular 

Dungeons&Dragons, a 1970's fantasy tabletop RPG trendsetter in this regard[31]
20 - Some traits would relate to character back-story and impact how certain NPCs would treat the player; others

would be directly tied to the character's personality – point being that they would impact gameplay directly.
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model proposed by Calleja[13].

3.4 Summary

This section began with a general  overview of  GAEM, where we highlighted the main  separation
between the game and the model itself as well what each should communicate to to each other – the
game sends all the data it discerns as important, from an affective standpoint, to the model whereas
the model sends to the game all the data it needs to adequately express that affective state.
Afterwards, we detailed the main modules of GAEM and how they interacted with each other, leading
to an analysis of the flow of data, as it comes from the video game. We described how each event has
their unexpectedness calculated from their respective distance to a weighted average related to that
particular event type. We also described how each event has an associated appraisal which can be
static or dynamic, based on whether or not, it  relates to an external  world object or a more basic
perception of an internal state. Finally both unexpectedness and appraisal are both used to create an
affective stimulus. From all the affective stimuli, which decay over time, the most intense one is picked
and the expression is, finally, sent back to the game.
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Chapter 4: Evaluation

GAEM can be applied to any kind of avatar-based video game but, in order to test it, considering the
choice of video games that would best use it, role-playing video games stand out as a natural choice:

Role-playing  games  (referred  interchangeably  as  RPGs)  are  games  with  an  emphasis  on  their
component of, as the name implies, role-playing, meaning that their main shared characteristic is the
ability for players to control fictional characters21. This makes them ideal candidates to test our model,
not  only  due  to  their  avatar  orientation  but  also  because immersion,  in  the common sense,  is  a
frequently prized attributed in them (as seen in the examples given in the immersion section).
Most  of  role-playing  games  today  share  characteristics  that  can  be  traced  to  the  popular
Dungeons&Dragons, a 1970's fantasy tabletop RPG trendsetter in this regard[31] – video games are
no  exception  to  this  and  since  their  arrival  most  computer  role-playing  games  share  between
themselves several inherited gameplay characteristics, such as a great focus in story and setting, non-
playable and playable characters, a goal and sub goal oriented gameplay,  and rewards based on
performance (usually combat).
This isn't  to say that no new features are implemented as most RPG video games try to have a
component of originality to them whilst keeping the player in a familiar gameplay setting in order to
facilitate gameplay. Following this line of  reasoning, in order to test and implement the GAEM it is
important to follow these inherited gameplay characteristics, in an attempt to test it with a scenario that
would be similar to games the player would already be familiar. 

4.1 Testing Scenario

Testing such a model requires, primarily, a game to use it on and, naturally, a user sample to test it on.
Testing the model on a  full,  modified,  game might  create  tests that  would take too long and thus
reduce the sample size available for testing – it would also limit testing to the game chosen which
might be less than ideal. So it was opted to create a small video game episode, with the model in
tandem – this is the most efficient route as it minimizes superfluous programming whilst still providing
a valid testing scenario.
This chosen video game episode to evaluate the model was, as examples discussed previously, a
rogue-like game with minimal back-story and game mechanics.

21  - Rilstone, Andrew: "Role-Playing Games: An Overview" 1994, Inter*Action #1", 
http://www.rpg.net/oracle/essays/rpgoverview.html
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4.1.1 Description

The game starts with the player, alone in a dungeon. After a quick tutorial he is free to explore, with no
set goals. As he plays the game he is introduced to the following concepts:

- the player's character. At this stage without an affective state. It has an experience level which
is initially zero and some health points to allow it to survive the somewhat easier monsters in
the dungeon. After a fixed interval of experience gain, the character gains a level. If the health

points drop to zero the player dies and the game ends. 

- the player's sword has an attack power that goes up with the player's level and with attack
power rewards spread throughout the dungeon.

 - one of three types of blobs which are the main monsters of the dungeon, if the blob touches
the player, he receives a health point penalty. If the sword touches the blob it receives a health

point penalty. It too dies if it runs out of health points. Blobs are colour coded so easier ones will be
green and harder ones such as the yellow or red will travel much faster and inflict a lot more damage
(but will also give a lot more experience if  the player manages to kill them). There is no set game
objective and players are free to do what they want but, should the player kill all the blobs the game
finishes with a congratulatory message.

- picking a heart up will grant the player health points.

- picking a green coin will grant the player attack power.

 - Beyond these there are also spike traps, semi-hidden on the floor, that
pinch the player should he run over them instead of a careful walk.
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4.1.2 Tool choice

Naturally in implementing GAEM it stands to reason to use an already present game creation system
that allows for our model to work in tandem. Having analysed the following tools:

Unreal  Development  Kit22/Cryengine23:  Although  quite  powerful  the  focus  of  both  of  these  are  in
making high-profile AAA first person shooters. Using it would require considerable time “wasted” in
mastering the programs and modeling the episode assets. For the sake of brevity a 2d approach
would be quicker and would avoid several complications in facial expression. 

Unity24: Unity is much simpler to use compared to the previous programs (but also very powerful)
being that, today, its focus is still in 3D, but offers a powerful 2D option as well.

RPGmaker25: A 2D platform using ruby, focused on the RPG genre RPGmaker would allow to create
an RPG without having to worry about secondary implementation problems, but it's quite limited in
scope as it is made to make very similar types of games.

Gamemaker studio26: Similar to the RPGmaker in that it is also tailored for 2d games, the Gamemaker
studio isn't only RPG focused and uses its own programming language GML for scripting.

Modding another game: Initially it was considered if it would not be easier to mod another pre-existing
RPG with the model created. Although appealing at first, previous experience with modding in general
leaves the author  with the opinion that  modding frameworks are usually good to change features
already implemented in the game but terrible to implement something not originally foreseen by the
game's creators. As such implementing a brand new emotional model would be more trouble than the
time saved by using an already made game.

It was concluded that Unity would be used to implement GAEM and the testing scenario, due to the
recent updates to Unity in making it more 2D friendly (and 2D work would require less asset creation
time  than  3D  work),  having  already  used  it  in  the  past  and  after  feedback  from  several  game
developers on the issue.

22   https://www.unrealengine.com/products/udk
23   http://cryengine.com/
24   http://unity3d.com/
25   http://www.rpgmakerweb.com/
26   https://www.yoyogames.com/studio
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4.2 Implementation

The first stage of development required the creation of a game world, a dungeon where our game
avatar-to-be would roam.  Initially it was opted to create a random dynamic map that would scale in
difficulty as the player cleared levels. This, however added a factor of randomness to the test itself so
it would not be a valid option. The dynamic approach, however, solved one of the initial issues that
was presented: that of the world creation – having only access to a sprite sheet with tile graphic data,
it was decided to create a system where from an uncompressed image map's pixel colour, the game,
upon starting, would create corresponding game objects. So if it read, say blue, it created an object
with a specific tile from the sprite sheet. This system enabled the relatively fast creation of a quick
game world, filled with monsters, corridors, rooms, coins and so on, without having to spend too much
time on the graphical component of the game. 

     sprite sheets      placement matrices             filled game map, ready to start

After  this initial  stage it  was a matter of creating the game logic itself,  key bindings,  movements,
attacks, enemy AI, collectables and so on, which enable to finally have a playable game.

Once  this  basic  game  had  been  created  GAEM  needed  to  be  implemented.  Naturally,  the
implementation of the model was by far the lengthiest part of creating the test scenario, as parts of the
model were tweaked and changed as it was being implement, and also because some problems were
only noticeable when a practical application was used to test it. During this stage several users were
consulted from time to time, to possibly ascertain whether or not a design decision should be kept or
discarded in favour of another. Since we spoke of the separation between the game and the model
(fig.4)we decided to use Unity's message system, which was invaluable in, quickly and efficiently,
implementing an asynchronous communication protocol between sections of the game. In this way,
the model is separate from the game itself, making it easier to adjust either the game or the model
separately.  Following  the  design  specified  in  fig.4  game  objects  are  responsible  for,  individually,
reporting when a specific event or belief update occurs (for instance, a blob would have an associated
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c# script that would report to the model when it died) and similarly the model reports to the game,
specifically  the  player  object,  which  expression  it  should  adopt  as  well  as  the  source  of  that
expression. 

The first stage of the model's development did not have a graphical component in it, merely using
console based text feedback to alert for affective changes in the game character. Only at the final
stage was a graphical component introduced. After implementing proper character expression it was
noted that it would be more interesting, from a testing standpoint, for the character to tell the player
what was the source of his current state so thought bubbles were implemented that conveyed to the
player the source of his state. On the picture in the previous page, for instance, we see the player's
avatar with a fearful expression after having stepped on a trap by accident and losing life because of it.
Also a surprise thought bubble was added to signify the first time the player's avatar encountered a
new object, of which it had no previous knowledge.

Structurally, the GAEM implementation is identical to the diagram in fig 5 with a few differences, mostly
to  accommodate specificities  in  Unity.  For  instance in  the affective  state  module,  instead of  only
sending a neutral response whenever the buffer is empty another affective “stimulus” is always present
at a fixed intensity– one specifically made for the absence of other relevant stimuli, connected with a
neutral affective state: if, on the buffer, any stimulus had an intensity below this one, the stimulus in
question is is removed from the list. It was implemented in this way to allow some tweaking with decay
rates that would never reach below 0 and possible lower-value cut-off cases.

Consulting again with the small test group we also concluded that showing only the source of the
emotion in the thought bubble gave rise to some possible misinterpretations in some particular events,
such as sword hits, so the final iteration of the implementation used both source and emotion type to
display,  in  some  cases,  a  more  accurate  thought  bubble.  The  source  portion  of  the  expression
message from GAEM to the game was changed to signify a specific thought bubble to display instead
of merely broadcasting the source of the expression. 
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table 4. description of thought bubbles in testing scenario



In this list we can see the every event expressed in the game by the model, including those that had
dynamic appraisals associated with them. These combine with the player expression so the player
could be happy to see a blob because he had never received a hit from it, only experience points. Or
he  could be upset  because he saw a green coin,  but  it  wasn’t  as  many green coins as  he was
accustomed to getting. The event types themselves are fourteen but for each event you can have
seven  emotional  responses,  leading  to a total  of  ninety  eight  possible combinations of  emotional
expression  and  thought  bubbles (in  practice  though,  some  events  will  only  have  two  possible
emotional  outcomes  as  their  appraisals  are  hard-coded/scripted  ie.  some  events  will  always  be
negative valence so therefore will only generate relief and sadness; and some will be positive and
generate only hope and distress).

4.2.1 Expression

Although emotional  expression is  one of  the cores of  this  thesis,  the  fact that  it  is  entirely game
dependant on its implementation makes it difficult to handle in a general fashion, outside the testing
scenario. As character expression was paramount to properly portraing the model, several iterations of
the expressions were made and discussed with the small group of people mentioned earlier, until a
satisfactory result was reached.
Following our mapping of affective states our character had to express:

      

                   distress       relief  happy        sad           fear         hope       neutral

As Picard noted[27],  an affective state can be displayed, through several means, being that the most
apparent to others are facial expression, vocal intonation, gestures, movement, posture and papillary
dilation. 

Vocal intonation is still too complex[10], a field of study into itself, to be added to this model. Without
the option of  pre-scripted events,  which allow the game developer  to hire voice actors  to convey
appropriate  emotional  content,  video games developers often opt  for  another  solution,  particularly
favoured by Japanese role playing games: using simpler audio cues – for example a “happy” chirp to
signify happiness (the sound itself is less important than the consistency with which it is used, allowing
the  user  to  associate  the  sound  with  the  emotional  state).  But  as  the  changes  in  mood  occur
dynamically, and the affective state of the character changes quickly, it was decided to not implement
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fig11. display of the expressions for the player character



audio cues for the mood changes but implement them on some of the events themselves (picking up a
coin, killing an enemy, etc). 

As emotional display can be gauged from more than just facial cues [35][27] the model should also
create added emotional content in the form of actually impacting gameplay alterations, as such, we a
positive valence state to a greater movement speed and a negative one to the opposite. This choice
follows, more or less what is proposed in [35], which associates emotional states with individual gaits.  

Having created a game scenario to test GAEM, a proper methodology would need to be observed in
order to obtain valid results.
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Chapter 5: Test Methodology

Since we mean to test whether this model is a new significant improvement, immersion wise, to the
current industry standard our first step was to determine a proper control group to which to compare
our model against. Following our previous video game analysis, in particular to role-playing games or
even dungeon-crawlers,  we  created a control  group which was in every way equal to the testing
scenario with the very important difference that all affective processing, instead of using GAEM is done
by the usual techniques – either pre-scripted or reactive. All affective responses in the control scenario
are, therefore, pre-conditioned. The character was purely reactive, exhibiting always the most recent
affective stimuli in always the same fashion (so, fear for traps, happiness for coins and so on).

Test subjects were asked to follow a link27, online or in situ, which forwards, randomly, the user to one
of two identical questionnaires(annex 9.3) which help to profile them. 

Users were asked gender, age gap, weekly video game habits and finally familiarity with role playing
games, following which they played through one of the two games described. Afterwards, they were
asked how much they agreed or disagreed (Likert scales 0 to 5 with a neutral option in 3) with a series
of statements.

• The player avatar (the game character) is aware of its surroundings.

• It is easy to understand where the player avatar is focusing its attention on.

• The emotions of the player avatar are easy to understand.

• It is always clear what caused an expression of emotion in the avatar.

• The expression of emotions is consistent with what the player has done in the past.

• The expression of emotions is consistent with what is happening in the world at the 
time.

• The expression of emotions is consistent with what the player avatar is expecting to 
happen.

27 - http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/pedro.pimentel/index2.php
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The games, and the questions themselves, were designed to take as little time as possible whilst still 
allowing for a thorough testing – normally each test would take around 5 minutes28. Some users, 
however, (testing the GAEM instead of the reactive one), noticing the dynamic nature of the 
character's affective state spent longer testing and playing with the various possibilities of the model. 
The statements were created to probe user's opinions on the several key variables that were deemed 
to be important enough to monitor and where our model would probably be able to distinguish itself 
from the industry standard – more on why these variables were chosen and their respectives results 
are available in the next section.

28 - the tests themselves weren't timed, being that the estimate comes from observation of a small portion of the 
sample that performed the test in loco instead of online.
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Chapter 6: Results

Testing involved a sample of a total of 61 users and in order to analyse the testing results, the data
was  migrate  into  IBM's  SPSS.  Most  of  resulting  tests  (Skewness,  Kurtosis,  Shapiro-Wilk,  Mann-
Whitney U, student T, Levene's, one-way ANOVA  on ranks) are available either on the Annex section
or as they become relevant in the analysis. Most of SPSS's tables include variable names that are
dissimilar to the description of the Likert variables presented before – the mapping between the two is
available in the beginning of this thesis, right before chapter 1. Furthermore, demographic ordinal data
was converted to it's numeric counterpart, following the order of intensity presented in the next section.
So, for instance the age group 0-10 would be converted to 1, 11-15 to 2 and so on.

6.1 Sample analysis

Of the total 61 users, 30 were tested with the reactive model and 31 were tested with the GAEM.

■ - male
■ - female

Ninety three percent of applicants were sixteen to
thirty-five years old and offered a gender ratio of
(approximately) 5:1 male to female. A few of the
age intervals have 0 to 2 members meaning that
for  a  statistical  analysis  involving  age  merging
those intervals would lead to more valid results. 
As for gaming habits, the average test user will
play  video  games  between  1  and  10  hours  a
week, being that 19.7 percent of users have little
to no gaming habits.

Gaming Habits: Absolute: Relative(%):
Never played a video Game 2 3.3

Only played on occasion 10 16.4
Between 1 and 5 hours 16 26.2

Between 6 and 10 hours 14 23.0
Between 11 and 20 hours 8 13.1

More than 20 hours 11 18.0
Total: 61 100.0
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fig12. mapping between sample age and gender

table5. gaming habit frequencies



Finally as to RPG-familiarity, the average user is familiar with the concept (though they might not like 
playing it), with 23% never playing one and 77% familiar with them.

            
RPG familiarity Absolute: Relative(%):

Not familiar 5 8.2
Heard of them, never played 9 14.8
Familiar but don't like them 14 23.0

Familiar and like them 33 54.1
Total 61 100.0

■■ - I am not.
■■ -  I've  heard  of  them though  I've  never
played one.
■■ - Yes I am familiar, but I don't really like
them.
■■ - Yes I  am familiar,  and I  enjoy playing
them
 

As expected, familiarity with RPG's and gaming habits are related variables, having Goodman and
Kruskal's gamma29 of 80.7%. 
So most of the sample is already familiar with a video game setting and experienced with RPG games,
which should help to mitigate a possible learning curve and possibly bring a more critical input to the
results.

29  - a [-100%, 100] measure of rank correlation between nominal variables calculated from relating concordant pairs with 
reversed pairs.
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table6. RPG familiarity frequencies

fig13. histogram of gaming habits, mapped to rpg familiarity



6.2 Emotional Model versus the Reactive Model

In this section, we start by a quick overview of the statistical descriptives of the data and then look how
each of the Likert variables vary from one model to the other. As is the case of Likert variables, they
are ordinal  in  nature but  since they are relatively symmetric  we chose to  assume equal intervals
between the ordinal data. By doing so we can treat the ordinal data as numeric in some areas and
thus a greater variety of possible statistical conclusions can be drawn. Since the  most robust tests
need to assume a normal distribution the first step in analysing the relationship between the models
and the Likert data is by testing the hypothesis of whether or not the data can approximate a normal
distribution. After analysing how each variable changes from one model to the other we finally analyse
if, besides the model, any of the demographics also create patterns within the Likert variables. 

6.2.1 Statistical descriptives30

N Mo μ var.
The game character is aware of its surroundings. 31

30
4
4

3.77
3.70

1.05
0.91

It is easy to understand where the game character is
focusing its attention on.

31
30

4
4

3.61
3.50

0.99
0.97

The emotions of the game character are easy to understand. 31
30

4
4

3.61
3.47

1.28
1.25

It is always clear what caused an expression of emotion in
the game character.

31
30

3
4

3.22 
3.50

1.20
1.11

The expression of emotions is consistent with what the game
character has done in the past.

31
30

4
3/4

3.45
2.83

1.02
1.14

The expression of emotions is consistent with what is
happening in the world at the time.

31
30

4
3

3.64
3.03

1.17
1.10

The expression of emotions is consistent with what the game
character is expecting to happen.

31
30

4
3

3.80
2.87

1.10
1.07

30 Presented with GAEM values above the Reactive Model
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table7. Likert variable's descriptive statistics



The game character is aware of its surroundings.

It is easy to understand where the game character is
focusing its attention on.

The emotions of the game character are easy to
understand.

It is always clear what caused an expression of emotion
in the game character.

The expression of emotions is consistent with what the
game character has done in the past.

The expression of emotions is consistent with what is
happening in the world at the time.

The expression of emotions is consistent with what the
game character is expecting to happen.

This chart displays the spread of the answers, showing for each an interval from μ - σ to  μ + σ and a
cursory analysis of the descriptives shows similar results in most variables, with a bigger variance on
the ease of understanding of character emotions and the clarity of the cause of emotional expressions.
Also,  as means between both models  tend to be similar,  they shift  considerably on the last three
statements, each pertaining to the temporal component of the models.
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1            2            3             4            5
■ - GAEM
■ - React.

fig14. chart of the Likert variable spread



6.2.2 The game character is aware of its surroundings

The  first  variable  was  created  to  determine,  primarily,  to  see  if  the  model  would  lead  to  better
perception of awareness. Secondarily this variable (in conjunction with others) also worked as a gauge
of the expression of emotions on the character  - should the majority of testers have given a negative
score to this variable the testing scenario would have had to have been re-evaluated. This was not the
case  however,  as  64%  of  subjects  answered  positively,  25%  neutral/ambivalent  and  finally  11%
negatively. The statistical descriptives are very similar between both emotional models, hinting at no
difference from using a reactive model. 

■ - reactive model
■ - GAEM

 A  visual  inspection  of  the  histogram  of  both
distributions  reveals  that  both  are  similar  in  nature,
being  that  reactive  model  has  significantly  more
ambivalent / neutral responses.
Attempting to assign a normal bell curve to either of
the distributions creates curves that have are skewed
and kurtotic (annex 9.1.1, table 9) but, that in relation
with  their  respective  standard  errors  produce  a  z-
value below 1.96 (97.5 percentile) – rendering them
acceptable  values.  To  further  confirm  that  these
answers  can  conform  to  a  normal  distribution  a
Shapiro-Wilk test is performed on both of them, which

counters(p  <  0.05,  annex  9.1.2,  table  10)  its  null  hypothesis  –  that  the  distributions  approximate
normal distributions.
At this stage, since both distributions shouldn't be considered normal, a non-parametric analysis is
performed. Since the dependant variable is ordinal and the independent one has two distinct groups
(reactive model and GAEM) a good option is to perform a Mann-Whitney U-test(6.2.9, table 8). In this
case the test has shown (p > 0.05) that there is no statistically significant shift from one distribution in
the other so, therefore,  there is no statistical difference in awareness between one model and the
other.
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fig15. 1st Likert Variable, grouped by model



6.2.3 It is easy to understand where the game character is focusing its attention on

The second variable was primarily created to see whether or not the model would improve the display
of the character's attention, which in this case is achieved via the thought bubbles and the game-play
itself. Without being pegged to a specific model it also analysed whether or not the thought bubble was
properly conveying the focus of attention. As before, 61% of answers were positive so the focus of
attention was being adequately conveyed. Looking at the descriptive statistics are, again, very similar
so it would again hint at no change.

■ - reactive model
■ - GAEM

 A visual inspection of the histogram reveals, like the
statistical  descriptives  two  similar  distributions,  the
reactive model  having a  larger  amount  of  negative
responses. It also reveals that, most likely, we cannot
assume  that  the  data  came  from  a  normal
distribution. To confirm this,  skewness and kurtosis
is analysed (annex 9.1.1, table 9) revealing z-value
that  are  below  1.96  (97.5  percentile)  –  rendering
them  acceptable  values.  However,  a  Shapiro-Wilk
test shows that the distributions should not (p < 0.05,
annex 9.1.2, table 10) be considered normal. At this

stage,  since  both  distributions  shouldn't  be  considered  normal,  a  non-parametric  analysis  is
performed. Since the dependant variable is ordinal and the independent one has two distinct groups
(reactive model and emotional model) a good option is to perform a Mann-Whitney U-test(6.2.9, table
8). In this case, again, the test has shown that there is no (p > 0.05) statistically significant shift from
one  distribution  in  the  other  so,  therefore,  there  is  no  statistical  difference  in  detecting  attention
between one model and the other.
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6.2.4 The emotions of the game character are easy to understand

The third variable, like the two before, targeted the efficacy of a specific component of the testing
scenario – in this case the emotional  expression, which translated into facial expression,  gait  and
general attack power.

■ - reactive model
■ - GAEM

 Like  the  two  before,  without  being  pegged  to  a
specific  model  it  also  analysed  whether  or  not
emotional expression was properly conveyed – of all
the variables which could be used as a diagnostic for
the  testing  scenario  this  was  therefore,  one  of  the
most important as emotional expression would allow
any model to reach the user.
As such, 63% of answers were positive, versus the
19%  negative  ones  and  the  18%  neutral  or
ambivalent ones. Both models have a similar average

whereas unlike the previous variables there is a significantly larger variance, which is observable in
the histogram itself. 
Unlike previous variables these seemed to polarize opinions more, producing distributions that not
approach in any way the bell curve. It is no surprise then that analysing the skewness of the reactive
(annex 9.1.1, table 9) model's supposed normal curve produces a z-value above 1.96 which indicates
that the data should not be assumed normal.
Like on the previous variables,  Mann-Whitney U-test (6.2.9, table 8)  is performed and, in this case,
again, the test has shown that there is no (p > 0.05) statistically significant shift from one distribution in
the other so, therefore, there is no statistical difference in emotional expression between one model
and the other.
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6.2.5 It is always clear what caused an expression of emotion in the game character

The forth variable, is aimed specifically at the relationship of cause and effect in the game character's
expression and instead of focusing on ease of understanding it attempts to discern the clarity of this
relationship. Unlike the previous statements, responses were more uniform, with 50% being positive,
25% negative and 25% neutral or ambivalent. This change is observable in the descriptive statistics as
previous statements had an average, roughly, of 3.40 – 3.60 and this one averages out at 3.20 – 3.50.
Also, unlike all previous variables, mode shifts from 4 to 3 in the emotional model. Variance is also
higher when compared to the two first ones, but unlike the previous variable there seems to be less
polarization of opinions, as observable in the histogram. 

■ - reactive model
■ - GAEM

  A visual inspection shows two similar distributions,
with  emotional  model having  a  significantly  larger
amount of neutral or  ambivalent responses. To test
for  normalcy  skewness  and  kurtosis  is  analysed
(annex 9.1.1, table 9) revealing a z-values that are
below 1.96. However, a Shapiro-Wilk test shows that
the distributions should, again,  not (p < 0.05, annex
9.1.2, table 10) be considered normal.
As previously, a Mann-Whitney U-test (6.2.9, table 8)
is  performed,  revealing that  there is  no (p  >  0.05)
statistically significant shift from one data set to the

other so, therefore, there is no statistical difference in the clarity of the link of  cause and effect in
emotion expression between one model and the other.
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6.2.6 The expression of emotions is consistent with what the game character has done in the 
past.

All the remaining variables relate to how the character processes what has already happened to him,
and how it influences what is happening and what he is expecting to happen. This variable relates
specifically to the past actions and events of the character and unlike previous variables there is a
discernible  shift  in  the  average  from  the  reactive  (3.03)  to  the  emotional  model  (3.45)  whilst
maintaining a similar variance. 

■ - reactive model
■ - GAEM

Upon  a  visual  inspection  of  the  histogram  this
change becomes apparent, whist still maintaining the
same overall shape from one model to the other. To
test for normalcy,  skewness and kurtosis is analysed
(annex  9.1.1,  table  9)  revealing  z-values  that  are
below 1.96 – rendering them acceptable values.
However, a Shapiro-Wilk test shows (p < 0.05, annex
9.1.2,  table  10)  that  the  data  should  be  tested,
primarily, with a non-parametric test.
Like before, a Mann-Whitney U-test (6.2.9, table 8) is
applied,  revealing  that,  contrary  to  previous

comparisons, there is a statistically (u=327, z = -2.0, p= 0.038) significant shift from one data set to the
other. Since both curves are relatively symmetric (as discerned from the low skewness) and since our
sample size is sufficiently large – 61 – we can also apply the central limit theorem[63] and assume the
data comes from two normal distributions. In  assuming a normal distribution we can also apply a
student T-test to both samples  (annex 9.1.3, table 11), confirming (t= -2.2, p= 0.03) and reinforcing
previous test results. Furthermore, as both possess more or less the shape, we may also compare,
besides the means, the medians also. As such, we conclude that, in terms of how the user perceives
the character's recollection of past behaviours, not only are they better in using a GAEM versus the
reactive model, they are a median of 1.0 higher.
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6.2.7 The expression of emotions is consistent with what is happening in the world at the time.

The previous  variable  related  to past events;  This  variable  relates  specifically to more immediate
actions and events. Instead of focusing on the memory component of each model this part focuses
exclusively on the cause-effect immediate link observable from direct character actions. Like the one
before, there is a discernible shift in the average from the reactive (2.83) to the emotional model (3.64)
whilst maintaining, again, a similar variance. 

■ - reactive model
■ - GAEM

  Seeing the histogram this change becomes apparent,
as  is  the  overall  shapes  of  both  sets. To  test  for
normalcy,   both  skewness  and  kurtosis  are  analysed
(annex  9.1.1,  table  9)  revealing,  like  before,  z-values
that  are  below  1.96  –  both  curves  to  skewed  and
kurtotic to an acceptable degree.
However, a Shapiro-Wilk test shows (p < 0.05, annex
9.1.2, table 10) that the data should be tested, primarily,
with a non-parametric test.
Like before, a Mann-Whitney U-test (6.2.9, table 8) is

applied, revealing that, like the previous variable, there is a statistically (u=318, z = -2.2, p= 0.029)
significant shift from one data set to the other. Since both curves are relatively symmetric and since
our  sample  size  is  sufficiently  large  –  61  –  we  may,  as  before,  consider  that  the  central  limit
theorem[63] applies, assuming therefore that the data comes from two normal distributions. Like the
previous variable a student T-test to both samples (annex 9.1.3, table 11), confirming (t= -2.1, p= 0.04)
and reinforcing previous test results. Furthermore, as both possess more or less the shape, we may
also compare, besides the means, the medians also. As such, we conclude that, in terms of how the
user perceives how the character reacts to immediate events, not only are they better in using an
emotional model versus the reactive one they are a median of 1.0 higher.
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6.2.8 The expression of emotions is consistent with what the game character is expecting to 
happen.

The  last  variable  to  be  analysed,  it  attempts  to  gauge  user's  perception  of  the  character's
expectations. Between the models, the variance remains relatively the same, whereas there is the
largest shift in terms of mean, from 2.87 to 3.80. 

■ - reactive model
■ - emotional model

Viewing the histogram, this shift is clearly noticeable, as
is the dissimilarity between both distributions in terms of
shape.  Also  noticeable  is  the  skewness  of  the
distributions  -   calculating  it  (annex  9.1.1,  table  9),
reveals it to be far above its standard error, meaning a
z-value above 1.96 and so, that we cannot assume that
the data comes from a normal distribution.  Like before,
a  Mann-Whitney  U-test  (6.2.9,  table  8)  is  applied,
revealing that there is a statistically (u=247, z = -3.2,
p=  0.001)  significant  shift  from  one  data  set  to  the

other. Since the data isn't  symmetric on the emotional model,  Student T-test shouldn't  be applied,
regardless of sample size. The non-parametric test has, however, significance of 0.001 meaning that
secondary confirmation isn't  as important. Moreover, since both distributions do not have a similar
shape we can only compare the means themselves. As such we can conclude that there is a very
large increase is the user's perception of expectation in the character when going from a reactive
model to GAEM, with an average increase of 0.93 points, reflecting the importance given in this model
to its anticipatory component. 

6.2.9 Mann-Whitney U-tests
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fig21. 7th Likert Variable, grouped by model

table8.  Mann-Whitney U-test results for the Likert variables



6.2.9 Demographics sub-groups

Apart from analysing every statement in relation to each model we also attempted to see if there was
any relation between them and the demographics of the sample, independently. 
The first approach was, like before, attempting to determine if each new distribution followed a normal
pattern. Z-values were, occasionally, above the 1.96 cutoff for any combinations (being almost below
acceptable  margins  in  the  relationship  between  perception  of  awareness  and  age)  meaning  that
normal fitting isn't an option. With this in mind, since we're trying to determine a relationship between
an ordinal or categorical variable, with independent observations, to another ordinal variable of more
than 2 independent groups a Kruskal-Wallis H-test31 is the best applicable test to determine if there is
a statistical  inference to be made. 

6.2.9.1 Age

The age intervals have several frequencies below two members which can create some problems in
applying the Kruskal-Wallis H test. Thankfully, all of these are present, continuously, above the 30-35
interval so we can simply merge every interval above into a 36+ interval.
Using the new grouped age as a predictor, first we test whether the variances remain homogeneous
for each of the Likert scale variables. By applying Levene's test we determine that for each of the
variables, variance remains homogeneous, with the exception of the fourth variable (f = 2.630,  p =
0.044, annex 9.2.1, table 12) - “It is always clear what caused an expression of emotion in the game
character”.  Welch's  t-test was afterwards applied (f  = 5.55,  p = 0.007 annex 9.2.1,  table 13)  and
confirmed the previous non-homogenous for the forth variable. However all other Likert-scale variables
passed the test and the Kruskal-Wallis H-test proved significant (F(4,56) = 3.25, p = 0.018, annex
9.2.1 table 14) for the third variable, “The emotions of the game character are easy to understand.”. A
closer inspection, using a Tukey's range, test clearly points out that the difference is present between
age groups [21-25] and 35+ (of 1.99 points), and then [26-30] and 35+ (of 2.03 points).

As  such,  we  infer  from the  results,  that  users above with  more than  35 years  had  a  statistically
significant harder time understanding the emotions of the video game character when compared to
those between 21 and 30 years old.

6.2.9.2 Gender

Because gender data is highly unbalanced, with a small sample size of the female side, no statistical
analysis was made of the results.

31  - Also called One-way ANOVA on ranks
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6.2.9.3 Weekly Gaming Habits

As with the  age variable  we opted  to  merge  “Never  played a video Game” and “Only played  on
occasion” due to the poor (2 cases) frequency of the first into a new group called “Non-habitual video
game player”. Using now the new grouped weekly video gaming habits as a predictor, again we test
whether  the  variances  remains  homogeneous  for  each of  the  Likert  scale  variables.  By applying
Levene's test (annex 9.2.2 table 15) we determine that for each of the variables, variance remains
homogeneous so in applying the Kruskal-Wallis H-test we determine a significant (F(4,56) = 7.79, p =
0.000~, annex 9.2.2 table 16) shift for, again, the third variable, “The emotions of the game character
are easy to understand.”. A closer inspection, using the Tukey's range test clearly points out that the
difference lies between the new aggregated group of “Non-habitual video game player” and “1-5 hours
a week” (2.1 points), “6-10 hours a week” (1.8 points), “11-20 hours a week” (1.7 points) and “20+
hours a week” (1.5 points).

We conclude from the sample therefore, that users who were not habitual video game players had a
significantly harder time perceiving the character's emotions but that this difference is attenuated as
gaming hours increased. 

6.2.9.4 RPG Familiarity

Following the same method as before we test whether the variances remains homogeneous for each
of the Likert scale variables. By applying Levene's test (annex 9.2.3 table 17) we determine that for
each of  the variables, variance remains homogeneous so in applying the Kruskal-Wallis H-test we
determine a significant (F(3,57) = 4.74, p = 0.005, annex 9.2.3 table 18) shift  for, again, the third
variable, “The emotions of the game character are easy to understand.”32. A closer inspection, using
the Tukey's range test clearly points out that the difference lies between those who “never heard of
RPG games before”  and those who are familiar with role play games, either  liking(2.05 points) or
disliking(1.95 points) them.
In sample analysis we already ascertained the strong relationship between RPG familiarity and weekly
gaming habits, so it should be expected that the demographics of both behave similarly.

6.2.9.4 Ordinal Regression

After analysing each variable separately finally they should be analysed as a whole to attempt to
discern if any other patterns emerge. As such, since we're using ordinal or categorical data ordinal
regression  would  be  a  good  match.  However,  even  using  the  merged  demographics  discussed
previously, and ignoring RPG familiarity because of its proportionality with gaming habits it is still a
very complex grouping of  four independent variables when you consider the N = 61 sample size.
32 - “It is always clear what caused an expression of emotion in the game character.”- managed to also get near-significant (p =
0.054 results)
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There are, approximately, 70% of individual variable combinations which simply aren't present in the
sample. Ordinal regression would, therefore, not provide adequate answers.

6.3 Result Analysis

From the previous sections we can conclude that the user's perception of the character's awareness
was itself was not improved by our model. This is an understandable result because each model did
not change to what or to whom the character reacted. The perception triggers are unchanged and to,
potentially, improve this metric a change to how the character observes the world would be in order. 
The source of the characters emotions is also not improved by our model – again, this is expected as
the display of a source, via the thought bubbles, is the same in both models. 
Perception of the focus of the character's attention is also not improved by our model -  this is less
expected, as it would stand to reason that a character with a more human like emotional model would
have paid attention in a more believable fashion instead of the reactive which was simply by order of
arrival. It could be argued, however, that the focus of  the attention was not in itself, changed from
model to model and so that the character is adequately paying attention,  just not,  possibly,  to the
correct target.
The ease of understanding a character's emotions was not improved by our model. It was hoped the
model would  lead to character which was easier  to understand but,  naturally,  a reactive  model is
extremely simple in its design, requiring less time to master/comprehend but, consequently, offering
much less depth.
In the demographics analysis we also discovered that there was a considerable cluster formed with
users  above  35  years,  no  gaming  habits  and  no  RPG  familiarity  and  a  trouble  understanding  a
characters  emotion  compared  to  all  other  users.  During  the implementation of  the  model  several
decisions, such as which expressions best conveyed a certain emotion,  were taken based on the
feedback of a group of users. This group of users played games often, was familiar with RPGs and
was between 20 and 30 years old. It could be that GAEM performed poorly with that cluster because
they weren't taken into consideration when creating the testing scenario.
The results also show that, when it comes to the comparison between the reactive model and the
emotional one, there is a significant improvement on how the user's avatar relates past, present and
future events. This was expected as one model has a memory component whereas the other has
none – the difference allows the character to take into consideration what happened in the past, what
is happening in the present and what might happen in the future.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions

This thesis  started with asserting that  emotions have impact  on human decision-making,  sociality,
perception, memory and creativity.  In video games they should be used both as a basis for more
consistent behaviour of game characters. We performed an analysis of the current state of the art in
video games in regards to the presence of emotion and after, due to its importance, a clarification of
the  term  emotion  and  affect  was  sought,  followed  by an  analysis  of  how different  psychological
theories were defining current approaches to emotional models. 
Afterwards we described general overview of GAEM, highlighting the main separation between the
game and the model itself as well how each should communicate to to each other. Following this, we
analysed the model more specifically describing how each event has their unexpectedness calculated.
We also described how each event has an associated appraisal which can be static or dynamic. And
finally  both  unexpectedness and  appraisal  are  used  to  create  an affective  stimulus.  From all  the
affective stimuli, which decay over time, the most intense one is picked and the expression is, finally,
sent back to the game.
From the results we analysed how certain Likert variables remained constant through both models and
hypothesized that it might have been due to the lack of consulting users who did not regularly play
video games in the development of GAEM.
However the results also show how there was a statistical shift in how users perceive their character's
memory, especially when it comes to expectations. The results also suggest therefore, that in having a
better emotional model we might create a better affective involvement by eliciting better emotional
responses from a video game character and consequently the player. We can also influence tactical
involvement – the player's decisions and game-play influence its character's affective state, which, in
turn,  influence in-game performance,  creating a  whole  new layer  of  additional  tactical  game-play.
Performative involvement is also better as, as said previously, a whole new layer of character depth is
added – character depth which can be controlled via gameplay. Finally it may also change narrative
involvement as the character's non-scripted, non-reactive behaviour can lead to emergent, previously
unknown, behaviour and consequently a better (or worse) narrative.  We conclude therefore that the
model may have the potential to impact in a positive fashion on three of the six dimensions of the
immersive experience described  by  Calleja  and  generally increase character  believability in  video
games.
For  future  work,  the  model  would  benefit  from  the  opportunity  to  work  with  different  types  of
distributions, instead of using a normal one for everything. Another way the model could be improved
is to further detail the personality component of it, possibly grouping all customization or even to peg
the model’s customization to a more complex personality model. The language used by the model
could be changed eventually as well, changing the inputs and internal workings of the model making it
more game designer friendly.
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9 Annex
9.1 Reactive Model vs GAEM

9.1.1 Skewness and kurtosis analysis for reactive vs GAEM

9.1.2 Shapiro-Wilk tests
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table9.  Skewness and kurtosis analysis

table10.  Shapiro-Wilk tests



9.1.3 Student T-Tests

9.2 Sub group analysis

9.2.1 Age

Test of homogeneity of variances:

Robust test of Equality of Means:
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table11.  student t-tests

table12.  homogeneity of variances for age

table13.  robust test of equality of means for age



One-way ANOVA on ranks:

9.2.2 Weekly Gaming Habits

Test of homogeneity of variances:
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table14.  one-way ANOVA for age

table15.  homogeneity of variances for gaming habits



One-way ANOVA on ranks:

9.2.3 RPG-familiarity

Test of homogeneity of variances:
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table16.  One-way ANOVA on ranks for gaming habits

table17.  test of homogeneity of variances for RPG familiarity



One-way ANOVA on ranks:
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table18.  One-way ANOVA on ranks for RPG familiarity



9.3 Questionnaire 
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